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Linear sample comments: 

A linear system offers more balance for both teachers and students. 

Students get to be active all year long with courses like PHE and 

Dance. Students in the learning centre get a TLC block all year long so 
they are more supported year-round. We are learning at a much more 

reasonable pace, so there is more time for students to catch up if they 

miss class for illness or an extracurricular event.

If students are assigned work in a linear system, they have two nights 

to complete it and it is a better balance for activities that are outside 

of school or within the school. It provides students with flexibility and 
reduces their stress level.
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It is challenging for teachers when there is no prep in one of the 

semesters. There is also little opportunity to reflect on teaching and 

student learning as everything is so rushed.

Getting to work with kids all year long allows for stronger 

development of relationships. You are able to monitor and track kids 

throughout the year, and see changes all the way along, rather than 
for half the year and then you are busy with the next group of kids.
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Semester sample comments

I have gotten to know my students quickly and more deeply-

their home life, learning difficulties, mental health issues, etc. I have 

been more able to accommodate each individual student's needs in a 
more timely fashion. I have been able to adapt my teaching and 

assignments quicker.

Gives greater flexibility for students to redo courses or to redo 

appropriate level of course without falling a whole year behind or 

having to go to summer school. ELL students and International 
students can be appropriately placed without waiting a whole year or 

be added to a class half way through the year.
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For all students, especially students in Learning Support, managing 8 courses at a time 

can be overwhelming. Counsellors and LS staff invest a good deal of time and effort into 

trying to balance schedules for students who need it most and place TLC blocks in the 
semester where the student most needs support. Students have shared that they find 

having 4 courses in a semester to be more manageable and we are finding less students 

with a lot of Incomplete assignments. Coordinating student schedules and EA supports 

is also more manageable with only 4 blocks at one time.

I have been able to identify individual skills and needs quicker so I 

could use more problem solving before there are any huge 

problems.
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Linear feedback:

- semester systems pace is too fast for some students

• The students that I work with have done well with this system.

Semester sample feedback: 

• Gives all students more time to work on only 4 classes and will help with their 

stress load.

- Students with special needs find it easier to bond with others when they are going 

to the same classes every day. 
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Linear feedback

▪ Having the same classes everyday doesn't give you any time to 

understand a topic or do your homework especially of we have 

jobs or sports etc.

▪ I think linear system will be more beneficial for students mental 

health and future overall. Linear system will mean students get a 

good amount of time to process and learn information at their 

own pace and give more opportunities to them too.
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Linear comments cont'd

▪ AP classes taken for using the semester system prove very 

difficult for students who wish to write the AP exam. The exam is 

in May, so AP classes in either semester will have a harder time 

preparing for it compared to the linear system.

▪ I feel that repeating the same courses over and over in the 

semester system is draining. In the linear system there would be 

more variety and change in routine
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Semester comments

▪ You are able to get more free time and less stressed from the 

workload of all 8 classes. You will also be able to do your 

extracurricular activities or work and get more time to study for 

exams

▪ I experienced both systems, and the linear system did not allow 

time to learn the material well. It would be good for survey 

courses but not for understanding-based learning. Also, the 

workload was too much because you had to juggle 8 classes at 

once.
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Semester comments cont'd

▪ The semester would be more helpful for students, especially for 

mental health and workload, a friend of mine is in linear and they 

get work every single day from almost all their classes it’s very 

stressful they say.

▪ For academic students with multiple AP courses or other hard 

courses, all of the tests,projects etc will be very difficult to keep 

track of when there are 8 courses going on at the same time.
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Linear comments

▪ Linear just allows for more stable friendships and relationship 

building and comradery within a class.

▪ I believe understanding a subject requires more time than what 

the current semester system can provide. Student learning will 

be better and more rounded in linear schedule. Gives them more 

time to imbibe concepts and catch up if needed. Also helps 

bonding with the same group over the year
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Linear cont'd

▪ Linear schedule helps the students remain in touch with the 

subjects through the year. This is especially true for subjects like 

Math where you need constant practice of important concepts.

▪ My daughter has adhd and having a long break in between 

certain subject like math will be a real struggle for her. She’s 

also struggling some with the faster pace of the semester 

system compared to when she was linear in elementary. Also 

when they are ill and have to miss days they miss a lot and it’s a 

struggle to catch back up which adds a lot of stress.
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Semester comments

▪ My son has had experience with both linear and semester systems at BMSS and while I do think 

there are benefits to the linear system in terms of the pace of courses, I think at the end of the day, 
the benefits of the semester system outweigh linear. First in terms of flexibility of choices for 
scheduling with the semester system. Whenever we have had to make course changes, having 

the semesteredsystem has allowed for more options. We have been able to adapt throughout the 
year and make changes in the second semester with minimal disruption. Secondly, being able to 

focus on fewer courses at a time has been beneficial. Not having to juggle deadlines for 8 courses 
at a time but being able to focus on four has reduced stress and improved outcomes for my child. 
Also if a course is challenging or frustrating, being able to finish the course in part of the year 

rather than the whole year has a benefit.

I believe the semester system has provided my child more time and 

opportunities for learning in class and at home. She also feels less under 

pressure from having to deal with so many different assignments and has 

been happier.
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Semester cont'd

▪ My son has an IEP and the current Semester schedule allows him to keep 

up with the other students as he does not get overwhelmed. He did the 

linear schedule in the beginning during Grade 8 and found it hard to 

balance all the 8 courses. He currently is achieving honour roll marks of a B 

average so having more time focused on just 4 subjects per week makes it 

easier for him to stay focus and managed his own course load with minimal 

help.

My child has been more successful having more time spent on 4 courses only at the 

same time. It gives her more time to practise and have a more balanced life while 

enjoying her extra curricular activities.


